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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a reconfigurable closed-loop spatial mechanism that can be

applied to repetitive motion tasks. The concept is to incorporate five pairs of non-circular

gears into a six degree-of–freedom closed-loop spatial chain. The gear pairs are designed

based on the given mechanism parameters and the user defined motion specification of a

coupler link of the mechanism. It is shown in the paper that planar gear pairs can be used

if the spatial closed-loop chain is comprised of six pairs of parallel joint axes, i.e. the first

joint axis is parallel to the second, the third is parallel to the fourth, …, and the eleventh

is parallel to the twelfth. This paper presents the synthesis of the gear pairs that satisfy a

specified three-dimensional position and orientation needs. Numerical approximations

were used in the synthesis the non-circular gear pairs by introducing an auxiliary

monotonic parameter associated to each position to parameterize the motion needs. The

findings are supported by a computer animation. No previous known literature

incorporates planar non-circular gears to fulfill spatial motion generation needs.

Keywords: Robotic manipulators; spatial kinematics; motion generation; non-circular
gears.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Non-circular gears have not been included into spatial motion generation tasks, only

into planar path and motion generation. Dooner [1] proposed utilizing a 1-DOF eight-link

mechanism and optimized non-circular gear elements with application to automotive

steering to fulfill path generation requirements. Later, Roldán Mckinley et al. [2]

obtained non-circular gear pitch profiles for a motion with a path that was approximated

as a quadratic function. More recently, Mundo, Liu and Yan [3] utilized non-circular

profile synthesis to integrate cams and linkages to obtain a precise planar path generator.

Gatti and Mundo [4] also proposed a six-link mechanism incorporating two prismatic

joints and two cams to achieve planar rigid body guidance.

The motivation of this work is related to applications of spatial motion generation

incorporating non-circular gears. Fig. 1(a) shows a planar motion generator where two

pairs of non-circular gears have been designed in order to attain a desired motion of the

coupler link of a six link mechanism. Fig. 1(b) shows an extension of this concept to the

spatial case. Five pairs of non-circular gears have been incorporated in a twelve link

closed-loop chain to obtain a one degree-of-freedom mechanism where the coupler link

(containing point P) follows a desired motion profile. Planar non-circular gears can be

utilized if adjacent joint axes are parallel as shown in Fig. 1(b). A reverse kinematic

analysis of this device is required in order to design the non-circular gears that will

position the distal link as desired for the specified motion profile. Syntheses of the non-

circular gears are made numerically using an auxiliary monotonic parameter to

parameterize the position and orientation requirements. The analyses are illustrated with

numerical examples, which are graphically supported by both, figures and animation.
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Figure 1: Incorporation of planar non-circular gears into
(a) planar mechanism and (b) spatial mechanism
to obtain one degree-of-freedom motion
generation.

Figure 2: Labeling of the spatial motion generator. Parts
with the same number label are one single link.
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A mobility analysis of the mechanism is presented, based on the labeling of the

spatial motion generator in Fig. 2. The non-circular gears do not represent extra links

because they are attached to the kinematical links. Links 1(fixed link), 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11

have non-circular gears attached to them. The mobility equation for this closed-loop

mechanism can be written as





k
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n
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where:
M: mobility or DOF
n: number of spatial links or connected bodies
fi: number of relative degrees of freedom permitted by the i-th joint
gj: relative degrees of freedom that removes the j-th modification
k: number of modifications introduced to the mechanism.

When Eq. (1) is applied to the spatial motion generator in Fig. 2, there are twelve

links (n=12); every joint is a revolute joint with one relative DOF (fi=1; i=1,…,12); there

are five geared connections or modifications (k=5); and each modification allows one

relative DOF (gj=1; j=1,…5). Thus the mobility of the mechanism is one (1-DOF). A

more detailed analysis of mobility of mechanisms can be found in [5].

2 REVERSE KINEMATIC ANALYSIS

The twelve-link spatial closed-loop mechanism is divided into two open-loop six-

link spatial mechanisms (Fig. 2). Figure 3 presents the joint vectors, link vectors and joint

angles labeling corresponding to an open-loop six axis chain with consecutive joint axes

parallels: S1||S2, S3||S4 and S5||S6. The problem statement for the mechanism presented in

Fig. 3 is summarized as

Given
1) The constant mechanism parameters:

link distances a12, a23, a34, a45, a56

twist angles α12=0, α23, α34=0, α45, α56=0
offset distances S2, S3=0, S4, S5=0.

2) User defined parameters to establish the 6th coordinate system, i.e. the
coordinate system attached to the last link:
distance S6 and direction of vector

3) Tool point measured in the 6th coordinate system:
6Ptool
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4) Desired location of tool point as measured in the fixed coordinate system:
FPtool

5) Desired orientation of the end effector link as measured in the fixed
coordinate system:
FS6 and Fa67

Find
The joint angle parameters φ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, θ5, and θ6 that will position and orient the
last link as specified.

The solution to this task was presented by Roldan Mckinley, Crane and Dooner
[6].
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Figure 3: Joint vectors, link vectors and joint angles of the
open-loop spatial mechanism.
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3 SYNTHESIS OF THE NON-CIRCULAR PITCH PROFILES IN A
CLOSED-LOOP SPATIAL MOTION GENERATOR

A numerical approach for finding the working section centrodes of the non-circular

gear connections is presented. This approach introduces a sequence parameter to define

the instantaneous joint angles required to calculate the I/O (Input/Output) non-circular

gear relationship. First, the position and orientation specification for each position are

associated with a unique sequence parameter. Next, each joint angle is associated with its

respective parameter and numerical derivatives of the joint angles are obtained. Finally,

the ratios of the numerical derivatives yield the expressions for the I/O gear relationships.

3.1 INPUT/OUTPUT NON-CIRCULAR GEAR RELATIONSHIPS FOR
THE SPATIAL MOTION GENERATOR

Figure 2 depicts the non-circular gear connections’ labeling of the spatial motion

generator. The five non-circular gear relationships are distinguished from each other by

the subscript associated with the connecting link: g3, g5, g7, g9 and g11. Figure 4 presents

four consecutive links f, g, h, and i; where links g and i have the non-circular gears

attached to them, and the joint axes Sh and Si are parallel (αhj=0°) or antiparallel

(αhj=180°). Based on this, the expression for the I/O relationship for the geared

connection in Figure 5, with connecting link h, is given by

h

i
h

dθ

dθ
g  (2)

where:
dθi: infinitesimal change of the i joint angle
dθh: infinitesimal change of the h joint angle.

When using Eq. (2) to find the I/O relationship, it must be recognized that every joint

angle θ is, by definition, taken relative to the link vector of the previous link (as defined 

in Figure 3(a)).
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Figure 4: Labeling of the h non-circular gear connection.

Equation (2) is used to find the instantaneous speed ratio of the non-circular gears

depicted in Figure 8. For the half mechanism 0-1-2-3-4-5-6, the I/O relationships for the

connecting links 3 and 5 are

3

4
3

dθ

dθ
g  ,

5

6
5

dθ

dθ
g  (3)

respectively, where the output body is the link after the connecting link, following the

sequence 0-1→6. Analogously, following the sequence 0-11→6 for the half mechanism 

0-11-10-9-8-7-6, the output bodies are links 10, 8 and 6 and the I/O relationships are,

respectively,

)2(1
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 ,
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dθ
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g  ,

7

6
7

dθ

dθ
g  (4)

where φ1(2) is the angle between the x axes of the second fixed coordinate system and the

first standard coordinate system. In the next sections, the numerical approach to calculate

the value of the instantaneous gear ratio g in Eq. (4).

3.2 PARAMETERIZING THE MOTION

The path requirements f(x,y,z) can be discretely represented as a set of points

{(xj,yj,zj)/j=1,…,n} along the intersection of the intervals [x1,xn];[y1,yn]; and [z1,zn],
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depicted in Figure 5(a). The discrete representation of the path requirements allows

introducing a non-negative integer sequence parameter, u, associated with each point

(xj,yj,zj), see Figure 5(b). Thus there is a single sequence parameter associated with each

position giving a total of n parameters: uj=j (j=1,…,n).

Figures 5(c) and 5(d) depict the discrete representation of the position and

orientation needs, respectively, related to the introduced sequence parameter. On the

other hand, due to the solution technique used to solve the reverse kinematic position

analysis (see reference [6]), the motion variables x, y, z, ζx, ζy and ζz are not explicitly

presented in the expressions obtained for the joint angles. However, the numerical value

of each joint angle depends on the numerical value of the six motion generation variables

written above. Based on this, it is possible to relate each joint angle with the sequence

parameter u, as presented in the next section.
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Figure 5: Sequence parameter u to discretely express the
motion generation requirements along
{[xo,xf],[yo,yf],[zo,zf]}. a) Path requirements
{x,y,z}. b) Sequence parameter, u, along the
path. c) x, y and z (path) versus the sequence
parameter u. d) Extension of this representation
to the orientation requirements ζx, ζy and ζz.
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3.2.1 Polynomial Interpolation of Joint Angles: Discarded First and
Last Points

Some real applications of toothed bodies are fulfilled by partial circular or non-

circular gears, where the covered angle is less than 2π. However, a complete profile is

sometimes required for manufacturing purposes –in particular for the simulation of the

manufacturing process, Dooner and Seireg [7]-. To this end, working and non-working

sections of the centrode are now introduced. The working section of the gear is used to

perform a task. The non-working section converts the working slice into a complete disk.

Figure 6 shows a complete non-circular gear with arbitrary working and non-working

sections. Further information about approximation of the non-working profile section, see

Dooner [1] or Dooner and Seireg [7].

Figure 6: Working and non-working sections.

In reference to the working section’s centrode, its smoothness is going to depend

on the interpolation method used to relate the joint angles with the sequence parameter.

In order to guarantee infinite number of cycles for the gears in mesh, the order of the

polynomial approximation used to relate the joint angles and the sequence parameter is to

be at least quadratic. A cubic polynomial interpolation would also guarantee the

smoothness of the entire profile. Cubic spline functions are proven to be smooth

functions with which to fit data, and “when used for interpolation they do not have the

oscillatory behavior that is characteristic of high-degree polynomial interpolation”,

Atkinson [8]. Based on this, a natural cubic spline is suitable for the piecewise

interpolation. The last reference can be consulted for information about cubic spline

interpolation.
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The first derivative of the joint angles with respect to the sequence parameters is

numerically approximated as

   
u

uθuuθ
lim

du

dθ
0u 








(5)

where:

θ : joint angle approximated using cubic natural spline interpolation
u: sequence parameter
Δu: infinitesimal increment of u

 uθ : value of approximated joint angle evaluated at u

 uuθ  : value of the approximated joint angle evaluated at u+Δu

dθ/du: numerical derivative of the joint angle respect to the sequence parameter u.

The approximation described above in Eq. (5) is also applicable for the angle φ1.

3.2.2 Input/Output Relationship Expressions from Sequence
Parameter Approach

Once the joint angles are parameterized using spline polynomials in terms of the

sequence parameter u, the value of the I/O relationship can be found by introducing the

unit ratio du/du (chain rule) into Eq. (2) to yield

du

dθ
du

dθ

g
h

i

h  (6)

where the subscript h makes reference to the connecting link in Fig. 4 and the derivatives

of the joint angles respect to u are obtained through Eq. (5). Equations (3) and (4) are

modified by the unit ratio du/du, to yield

du

dθ
du

dθ

g
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4

3  ,
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6

7  . (7)

3.3 SYNTHESIS OF THE PROFILE

Equations that relate the input angles, output angles, and the I/O relationships in

order to obtain the pitch curve coordinates are presented here. Figure 7 introduces the

center distance, E, as an additional parameter. This plot also defines two rectangular
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coordinate systems used to describe the pitch curves of the input and the output bodies.

The input and output radii are related by

Err io  . (8)

The I/O relationship is introduced to add one more equation. For the two bodies in

mesh shown in Fig. 7, g becomes

o

i

r

r
g  . (9)

Equations (8) and (9) form a system of two equations in the two unknowns, ro and

ri. The radii expressions are

g1

E
ro


 ,

g1

g
Eri


 . (10)

Finally, the Cartesian coordinates for the output and input pitch profiles (deduced

from Fig. 7) are, respectively,

)sinδr,δcos(rR ooooo  , )sinδr,cosδ(rR iiiii  . (11)

Figure 7: Rectangular coordinate systems x-yo and x-yi for
a gear pair in mesh.

In this work, non-circular gear transmissions with movable links are considered. If

this is the case, the pitch profile Cartesian coordinates are easily obtained by attaching the

abscissa of the rectangular coordinate system in Fig. 7 to the connecting link j, as

presented in Fig. 8.

Expressions for the input and output angle are now presented. For the working

section, the output and input angles are, respectively

j1jwo δδδ   , 1jjwi δδδ  . (12)
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Figure 8: Local coordinate systems x-yi and x-yo in the
synthesis of the pitch point with input, output
and connecting bodies movable.

The geometrical synthesis of the non-working section follows the same analysis. A

detailed treatment for the non-working section can be found and Dooner and Seireg [7].

4 MOTION GENERATION ALONG DISCRETE PATH AND
ORIENTATION REQUIREMENTS

Consider a hypothetical manufacturing process where a tool traverses 3-D space

along eighty seventy-six positions as illustrated by the position and orientation

specifications shown in Fig. 9, (a) and (b), respectively. Figure 10 introduces the two

fixed coordinate systems of the closed-loop mechanism. . The origin of the fixed

coordinate system xF1-yF1-zF1 was selected to be located a distance of 300.0mm along the

z axis, and the coordinate axes are parallel to the xF2-yF2-zF2 coordinate system. The

transformation matrix T2F
1F that relates the two fixed coordinate systems xF1-yF1-zF1 and

xF2-yF2-zF2 is





















1000

0.300100

0010

0001

2F
1F T .

The orientation requirements are given in Fig. 9(b), where ζx, ζy and ζz are the fixed

angles, taken with respect to the x, y and z axes, respectively. Since the fixed reference
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systems xF1-yF1-zF1 and xF2-yF2-zF2 are parallel, the X-Y-Z Fixed-Angles representations

for the orientation needs are the same in both fixed coordinate systems. Representations

of the position and orientation requirements as a function of the sequence parameters are

presented in Figures 11, (a) and (b), respectively. The mechanism parameters and free

choices for the closed-loop mechanism are summarized in Table 1.

The position angles obtained from the reverse kinematic stage are summarized in

Fig. 12(a), for the half mechanisms 0-1→6, and Fig. 12(b) for the half mechanism 0-

11→6. These finding were obtained based on reference [7].

Figure 9: Motion needs: (a) Position requirements,
(b) Orientation requirements.
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Table 1. Constant mechanism parameters for the closed-loop example.

Offset Distance [mm] Link Lengths [mm] Twist Angles [deg]

S2 = 0 a12 = 277.44 α12 = 0
S3 = 0 a23 = 203.20 α23 = 67.75
S4 = 168.95 a34 = 331.5 α34 = 0
S5 = 0 a45 = 171.37 α45 = 108.78
S7 = 0 a56 = 349.22 α56 = 0
S8 = 50 a11,10 = 100.00 α11,10 = 0
S9 = 0 a10,9 = 200.00 α10,9 = 30.00
S10 = 0 a98 = 105.00 α98 = 0
S6(1)* = 70.00 a76 = 95.00 α87 = 0
S6(2)* = 60.00 a67(1)* = 0 α67(1)* = 90.00

a67(2)* = 0 α67(2)* = 90.00

* Free choice

Figure 10:Fixed coordinates systems xF1-yF1-zF1 and xF2-
yF2-zF2 attached to the half open-loop
mechanisms 0-1→6 and 0-11→6, respectively.
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Figure 11: Motion needs versus the sequence parameter in each
fixed coordinate system. (a) Position needs, (b)
Orientation needs. Labeling of the reference systems as
shown in Fig. 10.

The value of the Input/Output relationships for the non-circular gear pairs

(working profile section) can be obtained since the joint angles are known at this stage.

The gear centrode synthesis results regarding the half mechanism 0-1→6 are depicted in 

Figures 13 and 14 for gear connections 234 and 456, respectively. These figures show

the variation of the Input/Output relationship and the output angle versus the input angle

along the working section. The values of the Input/Output relationship for the working
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sections in Figs. 13(b) and 14(b) were calculated using the sequence parameter

approximation in Eq. (7).

Feasibility of the gear connections in this work is limited to external-external gears

in mesh configuration. Feasible external-external pitch profiles were not obtained for the

working sections, since the Input/Output relationship presents asymptotic behavior as

depicted in Figures 13(b) and 14(b). At different positions of the motion needs, both

Input/Output gear relationships behaved asymptotically. The asymptotic behavior lead to

a sign change in both cases, therefore the gear connection changed from external-external

to external-internal configuration at this point. This is due to the double-value shape that

the output angle presents, as seen in Figures 13(a) and 14(a).

Better results were obtained for the remaining gear connections. Figures 15(a),

15(b) and 15(c) show the gear synthesis results corresponding to the half mechanism 0-

11→6, for gear connections 10110, 8910 and 678, respectively.  The values of the 

Input/Output relationship along the working section were obtained using the sequence

parameter approach, in Eq. (7). Feasible external-external pitch profiles were obtained

since the Input/Output relationships neither reached negative values nor presented

changes of sign. The non-working profile approximation model also would allow the

simulation of the cutter, wherefrom the synthesis of gear connections 10110, 8910 and

678 were successful.

Finally, two views of the closed-loop mechanism are presented in Fig. 16, where

the Figs. 16(a) and 16(b) correspond to the sequence parameters 15 and 35, respectively.

A rigid body has been attached to the end effector link. A computer animation supports

this example, where a rigid body was attached to the end effector to illustrate the motion.
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Figure 12: Joint angles for the closed-loop mechanism.
(a) Half mechanism 0-1→6, (b) Half
mechanism 0-11→6.
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Figure 13:Gear synthesis results for connection 234 in half
mechanism 0-1→6.  (a) Output angle versus the
input angle. (b) Input/Output relationship versus
the input angle.
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Figure 14: Gear synthesis results for connection 456 in
half mechanism 0-1→6.  (a) Output angle
versus the input angle, (b) Input/Output
relationship versus the input angle.
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Figure 15: Centrode, output angle and Input/Output gear
relationship versus the input angle in half
mechanism 0-11→6.  (a) Connection 10110.
(b) Connection 8910. (c) Connection 678.
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Figure 16:Closed-mechanism at two different motion
needs. (a) Sequence parameter 15. (b) Sequence
parameter 35.
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5 CONCLUSION

This paper introduced a closed-loop spatial mechanism that incorporated planar

gear pairs to fulfill spatial motion generation tasks. The motion needs were

parameterized by an auxiliary (non-unique) monotonic sequence parameter. Three out

of five pairs of planar non-circular gears were successfully synthesized by yielding

external-external gears in mesh configuration. As a result, the spatial twelve axis

closed-loop mechanism resulted in a three degree-of-freedom device where the coupler

link is positioned and oriented along a desired path. The findings were supported by a

computer animation. A methodology that allows the external-external synthesis of all

five gear pairs to yield a one degree-of-freedom spatial motion generator is currently

under investigation.
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